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Abstract
Binary Signal Compression using DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) signs is presented. This is quite new
technique for signal compression. Even a random binary signal utilized in a computer is included in our aim. The
presented method enables us to make more compact signal from an usual compressed and coded binary signal
for the computer. This method is a complete reversible compression (coding) one for the signal reconstruction.
The simulation confirms that the compression rate becomes much better even in a random binary signal.
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Introduction

and/or MPEG method. Unlike Fourier transform DCT
is real number transform then the DCT coefficient has
a plus or minus sign and the amplitude. DCT
coefficient sign has important mean as shown in next
section.
DCT is defined as

In recent computer society many random binary
sequences are utilized in various fields. Usually such
random sequences are compressed and coded meaning
signals through like JBIG or JPEG coding method
[1]-[8]. Most such binary random sequences are not
actually completely uncorrelated but has some
correlation. We would like to present that such
random sequences are able to be compressed more
compactly in this paper. Here an interesting property
of DCT signs is used. The inverse transform of the
DCT signs is called as a Sign-only synthesis (SOS)
and has nature like Laplacian filter [9] [10]. Then the
discontinuous point from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1 of the
binary signal can be detected clearly. Actually in this
SOS case it is not needed to use all DCT signs for
reconstruction of the binary sequence. About a half
number of DCT signs are usually enough for it
because of its strong high pass nature. Then the
compression rate is about 1/2. This means the total
compression rate of the original signal (not binary
one) becomes much higher. The presented method is
just quite new one for the signal compression. In
section2 nature of DCT is introduced and the relation
between DCT signs and binary random signal is also
shown in this section. Section2.2.1 shows the main
theme of this paper. The simulation examples are
shown in Section3. Section4 includes the concluding
remarks.

where x (n) is the object sequence with length N.
Actually the pattern of the sign of X(k) is unique for
the object sequence although it is not in strict sense.
Inverse DCT is also defined as
N −1
1
(2n + 1)kπ
(2)
x ( n) =
X (0) + ¦ X ( k ) cos
2N
2
k =1
Inverse DCT has a similar form of DCT and they are
very fast transforms.

2

F (n) = e jθ ( n )

(4)

 0 : X ( n) ≥ 0
θ ( n) = ®
¯π : X (n) < 0

(5)

Nature of DCT signs

Discrete cosine transform called DCT is one for
frequency analysis. This is well known orthogonal
transform in image compression technique as JPEG
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2 N −1
¦ x ( n)
N n=0
2 N −1
(2n + 1)kπ
X (k ) = ¦ x (n) cos
2N
N n=0
(1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1)
X (0) =

2.1

(1)

Sign-only synthesis

DCT coefficient signs include important information
about the image edges when the DCT is applied to an
image. The inverse DCT of only these signs is called
Sign-only Synthesis (SOS) and is defined as follows:
xsos ( n) =

1
2

N −1

F (0) + ¦ F (k ) cos
k =1

(2n + 1) kπ
2N

(3)
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That is to say, SOS is equivalent to the equation that
each amplitude of DCT coefficient is set to be 1 in
Eq.2.
By using SOS the discontinuous points and/or
indifferential points in the signal we can be detected.
For example Fig.1 and Fig.2 show the original image
and its SOS respectively. We can see from Fig.2 that
the image edge lines are detected clearly. In this case
all DCT signs are not generally needed. Usually about
half numbers of all the signs are enough for such SOS.
This is because SOS has an extremely high pass
filtering nature. For the presented compression
method we utilize this nature of the SOS. Discarded
signs are set to be zero. These zeros are not needed to
be sent to a receiver side because we can make up at
the receiver side with almost no additional
information.

the original sequence. In this case we employ
threshold value processing because of the noise
cutting. Then the original signal is completely
reconstructed with the signal initial (first) sign (+1 or
-1) as an initial condition.

(a)

(b)

Fig.1. original Image

2.2

Fig.2. Sign-only Synthesis
of Fig.1

(c)

One Dimensional Signal and it’s
Compression

Almost all computer signals are binary signals like
Fig.3-a. These signals has been usually compressed
and coded, and hence these are somewhat like random
sequences. Consequently it looks hard to compress
anymore. Our presented method, however, makes it
possible. Even in such random sequences when the
succeeding finite samples are taken the finite sample
sequences have usually some correlation in a time
averaging sense. Then the possibility of far more
compression come appears. As described above the
sign-only synthesis has a strong nature for a
discontinuous point detection. Then at the
discontinuous point we get spikes as shown in Fig.3-b.
Figure3-c shows a processed pulse sequence shown as
follows: Figure4 –a is assumed to be a discontinuous
point of the original signal. The sign-only synthesis is
shown in Fig.4 –b. At the discontinuous point both
plus and minus impulse appears in the sign-only
synthesis Fig.4 –b. Hence taking a multiplication of
the succeeding two samples xsos (n) and xsos (n + 1) in
the sign-only synthesis we can get the big impulse
with minus sign at the discontinuous point like Fig.4 –
c. Here we call such a big impulse a giant pulse.
Consequently we can find all discontinuous points of
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Fig.3 ( a; original Binary Signal,
b; Sign-only Synthesis,
c; Processed Pulse of (b) )

a (original)

b (sign-only
synthesis)

c (processed
pulse sequence)
Fig.4 Processed pulse Sequence
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2.2.1

Compression

Generally sign-only synthesis is defined in Eq.3, but
actually it is not needed to use all signs of DCT
coefficients for getting impulses at the discontinuous
points of a binary signal. It is enough to keep about
half signs of all. Usually the signs where the DCT
coefficient magnitude is big should be taken. But in
fact we can take it from the DC component to the
higher frequency:
xsos (n) =

1
2

L

F (0) + ¦ F ( K )cos
K =1

(2n + 1) Kπ
2N

uncorrelated signal to correlated signal may enable us
to compress more.

(6)

( F ( K ) = + 1 o r − 1)

(a) original signal

where L is the upper limit of K. Usually L = N / 2
which comes from many tests and trials.
Then sending only these signs (about N/2 bits) we can
reconstruct the original signal at the receiving side.
In this case it is not needed to snd the additive zeros.
On the contrary the original signal needs N bits for
transmitting. The procedure is as follows:
(Procedure)

DCT of the original binary signal.
Sign-only synthesis with the half signs shown in
Eq.6 and reconstructing the original signal as
described above.

(b) detected pulses
(compression rate 50%)

After confirming that the reconstruct signal is just
the same as the original one we can send the DCT
signs. If the reconstruct signal is not the same one
then the L in Fig.(6) should be bigger.
At the receiving side the SOS is implemented and
we can reconstruct the signal.
In this presented method the compression rate is about
1/2.

3

(c) original signal

Simulations

Figure.5 shows simulation examples. Figure.5-a is an
original signal with 128 sample points. And its
correlation length is relatively long (13 samples).
Then our proposed method is able to detect all the
discontinuous points of the original signal.
Consequently we can reconstruct the original signal
completely at the receiver side. In this case 64 bits are
required to send the needed DCT-signs. On the other
hand if we employ a traditional run length coding
method then 96 bits are needed. Hence our method is
much preferable. But for the Fig.5-c whose
correlation length is short (3 samples) it is hard to
detect several discontinuous points as shown in Fig.5d. From these figures it looks like that our presented
method cannot compress a binary signal with short
correlation. Actually it looks no use to utilize such a
method because the original signal looks like a white
random noise. But an appropriate transform from
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(d) detected pulses
(compression rate 50%)
Fig.5 Simulation example
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4

Conclusions

We have presented an interesting compression
method for a binary signal. Here the DCT Sign-only
synthesis is utilized to detect a discontinuous point of
the original signal. Hence the presented method is
quite different with traditional ones from the view
point of a compression. Consequently it is found that
even random binary sequence can be compressed into
half bits of the original signal if the correlation length
of signal has relatively long correlation. The
compression rate is better than that of the traditional
run length method. Even in the sequence which like a
white random one there is such a case that we can get
relatively long correlation sequences by dividing the
original one into several short length sequences. Then
our presented method can be applied in such a case.
When the presented method is built in a mobile
system the efficiency of the date communication will
be much better.
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